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We study the spectra of emission of a system composed by an atom, tightly confined inside a high-finesse
resonator, when the atom is driven by a laser and is at steady state of the cooling dynamics induced by laser
and cavity fields. In general, the spectrum of resonance fluorescence and the spectrum at the cavity output
contain complementary information about the dynamics undergone by the system. In certain parameter re-
gimes, quantum interference effects between the scattering processes induced by cavity and laser fields lead to
the selective suppression of features of the resonance fluorescence spectrum, which are otherwise visible in the
spectrum of laser-cooled atoms in free space.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The modification of atomic dynamics by means of optical
resonators is actively investigated by several groups world-
wide. Several studies have recently focused on the manipu-
lation and control of the atomic center-of-mass motion by
mechanical forces induced by the resonator. Recent experi-
ments demonstrated mechanical forces of single photons on
single atoms �1–4�, cooperative effects and self-organization
of laser cooled atomic clouds in resonators �5–7�, and cavity-
assisted cooling of atoms �8,9�. The atomic motion and reso-
nator field states are interdependent, as the atomic motion is
determined by the mechanical forces of the resonator’s field,
while the resonator’s field is strongly affected by the medi-
um’s refractive index and thus by the atom’s position and
velocity �10�. Information about the atomic motion can be
obtained through the emitted light �4,11�, and has been used
to implement feedback-induced trapping and cooling of the
atomic motion �12,13�. In general, the quantum behavior of
atoms in resonators is still largely unexplored.

In this paper we study theoretically the spectrum of reso-
nance fluorescence and the spectrum at the cavity output of
the light scattered by an atom, tightly confined inside an
optical resonator and continuously driven by a laser. The
photons collected at the detectors are scattered by the atom at
the steady state of cavity-assisted cooling and carry the in-
formation of the coupled dynamics between cavity and
atomic external quantum degrees of freedom. We analyze the
spectra in various cavity cooling regimes, which have been
identified in �14,15�, applying and extending the method in
�16,17�, used for evaluating the spectrum of resonance fluo-
rescence of a laser cooled atom, to our case, in which the
atom is strongly coupled to a mode of the quantum electro-
magnetic field. This work extends and complements previous
theoretical investigations on the property of the light scat-
tered by atoms inside resonators, see, for instance, �18–26�,
by considering systematically the coupled dynamics between
field and quantized atomic motion, which determines the
steady state and the properties of the scattered light. Differ-
ing from studies on the coupled dynamics of atoms in reso-
nator, where both confinement and cooling are provided by

the cavity field potential �27,28�, in this work the atom is
confined by an external potential, like an ion or a dipole trap,
and its motion is cooled by the mechanical effects of laser
and cavity mode fields.

This work is organized as follows. In Sec. II the setup of
the system is discussed. In Sec. III the theoretical model is
introduced, and in Sec. IV the spectra of emission are re-
ported and discussed. Finally, in Sec. V the conclusions and
outlooks are presented.

II. SPECTRA OF EMISSION

We consider an atom, whose dipole transition couples to
the mode of a high-finesse resonator and is driven by a laser,
in the setup sketched in Fig. 1. The atomic motion is con-
fined by a tight harmonic potential and is kept cool by the
mechanical effects of cavity and laser fields. Two detectors
record the photons scattered by the system, which is at the
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FIG. 1. An atom is confined by an external potential inside an
optical resonator. The motion is essentially along the x̂ direction
�the radial potential is assumed to be very steep� and is harmonic at
frequency �. A mode of the resonator couples with strength g to the
dipole, which is driven transversally by a laser at Rabi frequency �.
The system dissipates by spontaneous emission of the atomic ex-
cited state at rate � and by cavity decay at rate �. Two detectors
measure, respectively, the field at the cavity output and the atomic
fluorescence at an angle � with respect to the axis of the motion. �c

and �L indicate the angles of the cavity and laser wave vectors with
the motional axis.
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stationary state of the cooling process: One detector reveals
the spectrum of the intensity of the spontaneously scattered
photons, another detector measures the power spectrum of
the photons at the cavity output.

The corresponding signals are, apart from a constant pro-
portionality factor, the Fourier transform of the autocorrela-
tion function of the electric field, and take the form

S�j���� � Re�
0

	

d
e−i�
�Ej
�+��t + 
�Ej

�−��t�� , �1�

where E�+��t� and E�−��t� are the negative and positive fre-
quency component of the electric field at the detector j at
time t, and �·� describes the average over the electromagnetic
field, the atomic dipole, and center-of-mass degrees of free-
dom. From now on we label with the superscript “j=at” the
signal of resonance fluorescence and with “j=cav” the signal
at the cavity output. In the vacuum the intensity of the scat-
tered field is proportional to the source field. Hence in the
far-field of the dipole source the electric field is proportional
to the retarded value of the atomic dipole, Eat

�−��t��D�t− t��,
with D the dipole operator, and at the cavity output is pro-
portional to the cavity field, Ecav

�−��t��a�t− t��, with a the an-
nihilation operator of a photon of the cavity mode. The
power spectra at steady state are defined as

S�j���� = ��j�S�j���� , �2�

where ��at� and ��cav� are prefactors which scale with the
spontaneous decay rate � and the cavity decay �, respec-
tively. In the reference frame of the laser at frequency �L, the
spectral form is given by

S�at���� = Re�
0

	

d
e−i��−�L�
�D†�
�D�0��st, �3�

S�cav���� = Re�
0

	

d
e−i��−�L�
�a†�
�a�0��st, �4�

where the average �·� is evaluated by tracing over the atomic
and cavity degrees of freedom, which are treated quantum
mechanically. In this work we systematically consider the
coupling of the cavity field with the quantized center-of-mass
motion in determining the cooling dynamics and steady state,
and its manifestations in the transmission spectrum and in
the spectrum of resonance fluorescence. In particular, we fo-
cus on the peculiar properties which are due to the presence
of the resonator. For this purpose, we shall give a brief re-
view of some basic properties of the spectrum of a trapped
and laser-cooled atomic dipole in free space.

The processes leading to cooling of an atom confined by a
harmonic trap and in free space give rise to sidebands of the
peaks of the spectrum of resonance fluorescence. They result
from the mechanical processes associated with the change of
the motional state by one excitation. The most evident fea-
tures are the sidebands of the elastic peak, which contain the
most information on the cooling process �29–31�. In particu-
lar, for a two-level atom cooled by a laser at frequency �L,
the lower sideband of the elastic peak, at frequency �L−�,
corresponds to photons which heat the motion of one excita-

tion, while the upper sideband, at �L+�, to photons which
cool the motion. Cooling is achieved by enhancing the rate
of scattering of cooling photons over the heating photons. At
steady state the number of heating and cooling photons per
unit time is equal and, below saturation, the two sideband
signals integrated over all the solid angle of emission are
Lorentzian curves of the same height and width �29�. Never-
theless, at a specific detection �emission� angle, the side-
bands of the elastic peak are asymmetric in height and in
their functional dependence on the frequency. This behavior
is due to quantum interference between paths of excitations
coupling internal and external degrees of freedom �30�. In
�17� it has been shown that a similar behavior can be ob-
served for the sidebands of the inelastic spectrum.

A high-finesse resonator modifies significantly the scatter-
ing properties of the atom. In the regime of strong coupling
the resonator saturates the dipole transition at the single pho-
ton level �24�. This property gives rise to inelastic features of
the resonance fluorescence spectrum, which are already vis-
ible when the dipole is driven by a weak laser �25�. When
additionally the atomic motion is considered, the presence of
an optical resonator can give rise to a rich variety of inter-
ference effects, which, among others, affect the features of
the motional sidebands. In the limit of weak drives the rel-
evant scattering processes which cool and heat the atomic
motion are depicted in Figs. 2 and 3 �15�. In the figures, the
levels coupled by the laser are the stable state �g ,0c ,n� and
the dressed states �± ,n�, which are the eigenstates of dipole-
cavity interaction and are superpositions of the states
�g ,1c ,n� and �e ,0c ,n�. Here, �g� and �e� are the electronic
ground and excited states of the dipole transition, �0c� and
�1c� are the cavity mode state with 0 and 1 photons, and �n�
denotes the vibrational excitations. Figure 2 describes the
contributions which add up coherently when the atom is scat-
tered in a different motional state, n→n±1, and the photon
is dissipated by atomic spontaneous emission. In Fig. 2�a�
the driving laser, at Rabi frequency �, excites the system
without modifying the motional state which, instead, is
changed by the recoil induced by the spontaneously emitted
photon. Here the mechanical effects are scaled by the geo-
metric factor � which is found after averaging over the solid
angle of spontaneous emission, see Sec. III A. In Fig. 2�b�
the change in the center-of-mass state is due to the mechani-
cal coupling with the laser and in Fig. 2�c� with the cavity
field at vacuum Rabi frequency g̃. The parameters L and c,
which are defined in Sec. III A, depend on the geometry of
the setup and scale the recoil effect of a laser photon and of
a cavity photon, respectively. Figure 3 describes the corre-
sponding processes when the photon is dissipated by cavity
decay. In �15� quantum interference between the processes
depicted in Fig. 2 has been used in order to reduce the ratio
A+ /A− between the rates of heating and of cooling, and there-
fore to enhance the cooling efficiency. We remark that a tran-
sition �g ,0c ,n�→ �g ,0c ,n±1� corresponds to the emission of
a photon at frequency �L��, and to a corresponding signal
in the spectrum of emission. Interference between the scat-
tering processes, leading to photon emission, will give a cor-
responding modification of the sideband signals, which will
be generally different from the one observed for sideband
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cooling in free space. We refer the reader to Sec. IV, where
the evaluated spectra are shown and discussed.

III. MODEL

The spectra of emission in Eqs. �3� and �4� are evaluated
by averaging over the atomic and cavity degrees of freedom,
namely tracing over the density matrix � for the cavity
mode, dipole, and quantized center-of-mass motion. The
two-time correlation functions are determined by the Liou-
villian L, which gives the evolution of the density matrix,
�̇=L�, and the averages are taken at the stationary state of
this evolution, using the density matrix �st satisfying the
equation L�st=0. This corresponds to measure the spectra at
the latest stages of cooling, when the cavity and atom are in

the dynamical equilibrium determined by the laser and the
coupling to the external environment.

The evaluation of the specific form of the spectra is made
by applying the spectral decomposition of the Liouville op-
erator �17,33,34�, where we use the solutions of the eigen-
value equations

L�� = ���,

�̆�L = ��̆�, �5�

with eigenvalues � and right and left eigenelements ��, �̌�,
whose scalar product is defined by the trace, and fulfill the
orthogonality relation Tr	�̌����
=��,��. The Liouvillian is
decomposed into the sum of projectors, L=���P�, whose
action on an arbitrary operator X is defined by P�X
=�� Tr	�̌�X
. Accordingly, the spectra are rewritten as

S�at���� = Re �
�

1

i�� − �L� − �
Tr	D†P�D�st
 �6�

and

S�cav���� = Re �
�

1

i�� − �L� − �
Tr	a†P�a�st
 . �7�

In this section we outline the procedure for evaluating these
terms: in Sec. III A we define the Liouvillian L for the sys-
tem we study, in Sec. III B we briefly discuss the steady state
of the cooling dynamics, and in Sec. III C we show how Eqs.
�6� and �7� are explicitly determined.

FIG. 2. Scattering processes, where the photon is emitted by
spontaneous emission, leading to a change of the vibrational num-
ber. The states �g ,0c ;n�, �± ;n� are the cavity-atom dressed states at
phonon number n. The parameters �, c, and L emerge from the
mechanical effects of light and are defined in Sec. III A.

FIG. 3. Scattering processes, where the photon is emitted by
cavity decay, leading to a change of the vibrational number.
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A. Liouvillian

The system we investigate consists of an atom with mass
M whose center-of-mass motion is trapped by a harmonic
potential of frequency �. A dipole transition connecting the
ground state �g� to the excited state �e�, at frequency �0 and
linewidth �, is strongly coupled to a single mode of an op-
tical cavity at frequency �c. The cavity field decays at rate �
due to the finite transmission of the mirrors. The atomic tran-
sition is driven by a laser field at frequency �L, which, in
combination with the resonator, cools the motion. We restrict
our description of the center-of-mass motion to the x axis
and we indicate with �c and �L the angles that the wave
vectors, kc and kL, of the cavity mode and laser form with
the x axis, see Fig. 1. The coupling between atomic dipole
and electromagnetic radiation is assumed to be in the Lamb-
Dicke regime, when the width of the atomic wave packet is
small compared with the field wavelength 2� /k, where here
�kL���kc�=k. In this regime the mechanical effect of light
can be studied in perturbation theory in the Lamb-Dicke pa-
rameter �=k� /2M�. At second order in � we express the
Liouvillian, determining the evolution of the density matrix
of atom and resonator degrees of freedom, as

L = L0 + L1 + L2 + O��3� �8�

where L j is the corresponding order in the Lamb-Dicke ex-
pansion. At zeroth order in � the external dynamics is decou-
pled from the dipole-cavity dynamics and

L0 = LE + LI, �9�

where

LE� = − i��b†b,�� �10�

is the Liouvillian for the center-of-mass oscillator. Here b
and b† are the annihilation and creation operators of a quan-
tum of vibrational energy. Term LI in Eq. �9� acts only on
cavity and dipole degrees of freedom and it is given by

LI� =
1

i�
�Hat + Hcav + Hat-cav + HL,�� + K� + Ls� ,

�11�

where

Hat = − ���†� , �12�

Hcav = − ��ca
†a , �13�

with �= �g��e�, and �† its adjoint, a, and a† are the annihila-
tion and creation operators of a cavity photon, �=�L−�0
and �c=�L−�c are the detunings of the laser from the dipole
and from the cavity frequency, respectively. The terms

Hat-cav = �g̃�a†� + a�†� , �14�

HL = ����† + �� �15�

describe the radiative couplings of the dipole with the cavity
mode, at vacuum Rabi frequency g̃, and with the laser, at
Rabi frequency �. The coupling constant g̃=g cos � con-
tains the phase � determining the position of the trap center

in the mode spatial function. The incoherent dynamics at
zeroth order in � is described by the two superoperators K
and Ls in Eq. �8� which account for the cavity decay and
dipole spontaneous emission,

K� =
�

2
�2a�a† − a†a� − �a†a� , �16�

Ls� =
�

2
�2���† − �†�� − ��†�� . �17�

The coupling between external and internal atomic degrees
of freedom enters in the term L1 and L2 of Eq. �8�. The first
order Liouvillian is

L1� = − i���b† + b�V1,�� �18�

with

V1 = cV1c + LV1L, �19�

where

V1L = i���† − �� , �20�

V1c = − g̃�a�† + a†�� �21�

describe, respectively, the interaction of the atomic dipole
with the laser and with the cavity field at first order in the
Lamb-Dicke parameter. The mechanical effects of the laser
and of the cavity field are scaled by the geometrical factors

L = cos �L, �22�

c = cos �c tan � . �23�

The Liouvillian at second order is

L2� = − i�2��b† + b�2�c
2V2c + L

2V2L�,�� + L2s, �24�

where

V2L = −
�

2
��† + �� , �25�

V2c = −
g̃

2 tan2 �
�a�† + a†�� . �26�

Superoperator L2s accounts for the recoil effect of photons
scattered in the modes of the electromagnetic field external
to the cavity,

L2s� = �2��

2
��2�b + b†���b + b†�

− �b + b†�2� − ��b + b†�2��† �27�

and �=�−1
1 d cos � cos2 �N�cos �� gives the angular disper-

sion of the atom momentum due to the spontaneous emission
of photons. Finally, the dipole D entering in Eq. �3� is de-
composed according to D=D0+D1+D2, where

D0 = � ,

D1 = − i���b† + b�cos � ,
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D2 = −
1

2
�2��b† + b�2cos2 � ,

and � is the angle of the emitted photon with the motional
axis.

B. Steady state of cooling dynamics

The averages in Eqs. �3� and �4� are taken over the sta-
tionary state of the system. This is described by the density
matrix �st satisfying L�st=0, which is an eigenvalue equa-
tion for the operator L at eigenvalue �=0. Thus �st is the
right eigenelement of L at �=0, �st��0. At zero order in the
Lamb-Dicke expansion �st is the product of the density ma-
trices for the internal and external degrees of freedom,

�st = �st� ,

where �st satisfy LI�st=0, see Eq. �11�, and � is the density
matrix of the external degrees of freedom, steady-state solu-
tion of the cooling equation �15�

�̇ =
�2

2
A−�2b�b† − b†b� − �b†b�

+
�2

2
A+�2b†�b − bb†� − �bb†� , �28�

with A+�A−. In particular,

� =
1

1 + �n�� �n�
1 + �n��

b†b

, �29�

with

�n� = Tr	b†b�
 =
A+

A− − A+
, �30�

which is the average phonon number at steady state. The
coefficients A+ and A− are defined as

A± = 2 Re	s���� + D
 �31�

with the diffusion coefficient D=� �
2 Tr	�†��st
, and

s��� = �
0

	

d
ei�
 Tr	V1eLI
V1�st
 , �32�

the spectrum of fluctuation of the dipole force �32�. Using
Eq. �19�, Eq. �32� can be decomposed into the sum

s��� = L
2sL��� + c

2sc��� + LcscL��� ,

where

sL = − TrI	V1L�LI + i��−1V1L�st
 �33�

is the contribution of the mechanical effect due to the laser,
the term

sc = − TrI	V1c�LI + i��−1V1c�st
 �34�

is the contribution of the mechanical effect due to the reso-
nator, and

scL = − TrI	V1c�LI + i��−1V1L�st
 − TrI	V1L�LI + i��−1V1c�st


�35�

is the contribution due to correlations between the mechani-
cal effects of the laser and resonator. Depending on the ge-
ometry of the setup and on the value of the laser and cavity
parameter, one term can be dominant over the others.

In the rest of the paper we assume a weak laser driving
the atom. This allows us to restrict the description of the
coupled dipole-cavity dynamics to the lowest internal levels,
namely the ground state �g ,0c�, where 0c indicates the
vacuum state of the cavity field, and the first two excited
states �g ,1c� and �e ,0c� with one excitation in the dipole-
cavity system. Checks of consistency show that this approxi-
mation is reliable for the parameter regimes we considered.
Nevertheless, the center of mass motion is treated with no
approximation, and thus is a harmonic oscillator, with its
infinite ladder of equispaced levels.

C. Evaluation of spectra

In the regime of validity of the Lamb-Dicke expansion the
spectra in Eqs. �6� and �7� are evaluated by determining the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of L in perturbation theory in
�, by solving iteratively the secular equations �5� at the same
order in the perturbative expansion.

At zero order in � internal and external degrees of free-
dom are decoupled, see Eq. �9�. Therefore the eigenvalues of
L0 are �0=�I+�E, and the eigenelements �0

�=��I��E where
LI�

�I =�I�
�I and LE��E =�E��E. The corresponding projector

is

P0
� = P�IU�E,

whereby their action on the operator X is defined as

P�IX = ��I TrI	�̆�IX
 ,

U�EX = ��E TrE	�̆�EX
 ,

and TrI �TrE� denotes the trace over the internal �external�
degrees of freedom. In the limit of a motionless atom the
power spectra are characterized by the eigenvalues of LI.
The effect of the atomic motion enters with the appearance
of features at frequencies �I+�E, with �E= i�� and �
=0, ±1, ±2, . . .. At zero order in � each eigenspace at �E is
infinitely degenerate, and the corresponding left and right
eigenelements are, for instance, �̌n

�= �n+�� �n�, �n
�= �n� �n

+��. These eigenelements constitute a complete and ortho-
normal basis over the eigenspace at this eigenvalue. In par-
ticular, the projector over the eigenspace at �E= i�� is de-
fined on an operator X as

U�E=i��X = �
n

�n
� TrE	�n

�X
 = �
n

�n��n�X�n + ���n + �� ,

�36�

where TrE denotes the trace over the external degrees of
freedom.

At higher orders in the expansion in �, internal and exter-
nal degrees of freedom are coupled, and the degeneracy of
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the subspaces at eigenvalue �E is lifted �35�. We do not re-
port explicit results for higher order expressions of �, ��,
and P� here, since—although the physical systems are intrin-
sically different—the technique for gaining these relevant
expressions is presented in detail in Refs. �16,17�. Using the
expansion in �, the spectra in Eqs. �6� and �7� are decom-
posed as

S�j���� = S0
�j���� + S2

�j���� + O��3� , �37�

where the term S�
�j���� is at order � in the expansion in �. In

zero order, the spectra are

S0
�at���� = Re �

�I

1

i�� − �L� − �I
TrI	D0

†P�ID0�st
 , �38�

S0
�cav���� = Re �

�I

1

i�� − �L� − �I
TrI	a†P�Ia�st
 �39�

and represent the spectral signal when the atom is at rest. The
first nonvanishing correction is of second order,

S2
�j���� = Re �

�

1

i�� − �L� − �
F�j���� �40�

and it describes the spectral features due to mechanical ef-
fects of the photon-atom interaction. We introduced the
weighting functions at the eigenvalue �,

F�at���� = �
�+�+�+�=2

Tr	D�
†P�

�D���
st
 , �41�

F�cav���� = �
�+�=2

Tr	a†P�
�a��

st
 , �42�

where �, � ,�, and � denote the order in the Lamb-Dicke
expansion of the corresponding quantities. The resulting ex-
pressions are quite lengthy and we abstain from reporting
them here. Their plots are presented in the next section for
some relevant parameter regimes.

IV. RESULTS

In this section we discuss the spectra of emission of
atomic fluorescence S�at� and of cavity transmitted field
S�cav�, as evaluated from Eq. �37�. They are obtained when
the width of the atomic transition � is much larger than the
trap frequency � and ���, at steady state of the cooling
dynamics discussed in �14,15�. We remark that, in order to
extract the power spectrum, the curves presented in this sec-
tion must be multiplied with the corresponding factor ��j�,
see Eq. �2�.

A. Spectrum for cavity assisted sideband cooling

We first analyze the case in which the atomic motion is at
steady state of cavity sideband cooling �14,15�. Here, the
laser is set on the red sideband transition of the cavity mode,
�c�−�, and is far off resonance from the atomic dipole tran-
sition, �����. The atom-cavity states which are mostly in-
volved in the cooling dynamics are �g ,0c� and �g ,1c�, while

the excited state �e ,0c� is almost empty at all stages. The
corresponding spectra of emission are displayed in Fig. 4 in
the frequency region around the laser frequency. We identify
features, which are commonly observed in the resonance
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FIG. 4. Spectra of emission at steady state of cavity sideband
cooling. �a� and �b� report the spectrum of resonance fluorescence
spectrum for the detector angles �=0 and �=�, respectively, �c� is
the spectrum at the cavity output. The plots show the �-like elastic
peak at �L, the narrow sidebands of the elastic peak at �L±�, and
small signals of the inelastic spectrum which are due to the me-
chanical coupling. The spectral components resulting from me-
chanical effects depend on the detector position. The signals at �
=�L±�, including the sidebands of the elastic peak, are magnified
in the insets. The parameters are �c=−�, �=500�, �=5�, g̃=7�,
�=10�, �=0.1�, �=0.05, �=� /4, and c=L=1/2.
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fluorescence of atoms, undergoing sideband cooling in free
space, namely the elastic peak at the laser frequency and the
sidebands of the elastic peak, which are due to the harmonic
motion of the atom and whose relative height depends on the
angle of emission �30�. In fact, the atom-cavity system in this
case constitutes an effective two-level transition between the
states �g ,0c� and �g ,1c�. The spectra of resonance fluores-
cence corresponding to the angles �=0,�, where the effect
of photon recoil on the atomic motion is maximum, are plot-
ted in Figs. 4�a� and 4�b�. Differing to the case of sideband
cooling in free space the spectrum of resonance fluorescence
exhibits an enhancement at frequency �L−�, corresponding
to a heating transition, while an enhancement at the cooling
transition, at �L+�, is visible in the spectrum at the cavity
output, see Fig. 4�c�. In fact, the photons which cool the
atom are mostly lost by cavity decay, while correspondingly
the photons which heat the motion are far off resonance from
the cavity mode, being ���, and are hence mostly emitted
by spontaneous decay. We checked that the intensity at the
upper and lower sidebands, integrated over the solid angle,
are equal, consistent with the fact that the system is at steady
state of the cooling dynamics. Finally, we note that weak
sidebands of the inelastic contribution at �L−� are visible in
the spectrum of resonance fluorescence, see Figs. 4�a� and
4�b�. They are located at �L and �L−2� and are due to the
atomic motion, see �17�.

B. Suppression of inelastic spectrum

More striking features, which differ dramatically from the
spectrum of resonance fluorescence of a dipole in free space,
are encountered when the cooling processes are enhanced by
an interference effect between the driving laser and the field
scattered into the resonator. This phenomenon occurs when
the laser is resonant with the cavity mode, �c=0, and for
ideal resonators ��=0� it leads to perfect suppression of
atomic excitation for a fixed and pointlike particle �36�. It is
recovered in high finesse resonators, provided that the coop-
erativity is sufficiently large. In this case, most of the light is
emitted through the cavity mirrors �37�.

When the finite size of the atomic wave packet is consid-
ered, the gradient of the electromagnetic field over the
atomic wave packet gives rise to absorption, which can be
shaped in order to achieve efficient cooling �15�. In this re-
gime, the excitation appearing in Fig. 2�a� is suppressed, due
to the destructive interference between the absorption paths
�g ,0c ,n�→ �± ,n� which do not change the motional excita-
tion. The corresponding spectrum of resonance fluorescence
is displayed in Fig. 5�a�. Due to the interference effect, the
elastic peak and the inelastic spectrum contributions scale
with �2 and �4, respectively, and are very small. The spec-
trum is dominated by the sidebands of the elastic peak which
are symmetric, and whose form is independent of the angle
of emission. In fact, due to the destructive interference effect,
the angle dependent diffusive processes depicted in Fig. 2�a�
are suppressed. This behavior has been also encountered in
the spectrum of resonance fluorescence of a three-level atom
in � configuration driven under the electromagnetic induced
transparency condition �16�. There, photon scattering at zero

order in the Lamb-Dicke expansion was suppressed due to
quantum interference in the electronic excitations. Here, it is
suppressed due to interference between the laser and cavity
field at the atomic position �37�.

Figure 5�b� displays the spectrum at the cavity output.
Here, elastic peak and inelastic spectral signals scale with �
and are visible. The inelastic component is centered at the
lower sideband frequency, showing that the photons which
are emitted by the resonator heat the atomic motion. The
sidebands of the elastic peak have predominant Lorentzian
character and equal height. However, a weak dispersive be-
havior of the sidebands is visible in Fig. 5�b�, which is due to
the interference between the scattering processes depicted in
Fig. 3.

C. Suppression of lower sideband signal

We now focus on the spectra obtained when cooling is
based on the suppression of the heating transition �15�. This
behavior stems from interference between the mechanical ef-
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FIG. 5. �a� Spectrum of resonance fluorescence and �b� spec-
trum of the cavity output when the atomic motion is cooled by a
scheme based on destructive interference between the laser and cav-
ity fields, which tends to suppress atomic fluorescence �15�. The
spectra are dominated by the motional sidebands at �L±�. The
broader signal in �b� stems from inelastically scattered light. In the
insets the motional sidebands are magnified. The parameters are
�c=0, �=48�, �=0.5�, g̃=7�, �=10�, �=0.01�, �=0.05, �
=� /4, and c=L=1/2.
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fects of the cavity, originating from multiple scattering of the
photon inside the resonator, and corresponds to the destruc-
tive interference between the scattering processes, where a
photon is spontaneously emitted and the motion is heated of

one phonon. The corresponding transitions are depicted in
Fig. 2�c�.

The spectra of resonance fluorescence at �=� /2 ,� are
displayed in Figs. 6�a� and 6�b�. Here the inelastic spectrum
consists of two broad, partly overlapping peaks around the
center. These resonances correspond to transitions between
the dressed states of the cavity and the ground state at zero
order in the Lamb-Dicke expansion, see �25�. Other inelastic
contributions to the spectrum are very weak and lie outside
the frequency range displayed in the figures. The motional
sidebands of the elastic peak are asymmetric and depend on
the angle of emission. This can be understood in terms of
interfering scattering processes between the mechanical ef-
fects of the spontaneously emitted photon and of the cavity
field, which are sketched in Figs. 2�c� and 2�a�, respectively.
The lower sideband vanishes at the angle �=� /2, see Fig.
6�a�, when the direction of emission is orthogonal to the
motion and there is no contribution of spontaneous emission:
In this case, the quantum interference effect suppressing the
heating transitions is clearly evident in the spectrum, leading
to the disappearance of the signal at �L−�. The dashed line
corresponds to the signal when the resonator is unstable,
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FIG. 6. Spectra of emission when the atomic motion is cooled
by suppression of the heating transition by interference between the
mechanical effects of the cavity field. The spectrum of resonance
fluorescence is displayed in �a� for �=� /2 and �b� for �=�. �c�
Spectrum of the cavity output. The plots show the �-like elastic
peak at �L, the narrow sidebands of the elastic peak at �L±�, and
two broad peaks resulting from inelastic processes due to the inter-
action with the cavity field. The sidebands of the elastic peak are
magnified in the insets. The solid lines correspond to �=0.01�, the
dotted lines to �=0.1�. The parameters are �c=� /2, �=32�, �
=0.5�, g̃=7�, �=10�, �=0.05, �=� /4, c=1, and L=0.
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FIG. 7. Spectrum of resonance fluorescence �a� and spectrum at
the cavity output �b� when cooling is achieved by suppression of
diffusion �by placing the atom in the node of the laser standing
wave� and heating transitions �due to destructive interference in the
mechanical effects of the resonator�. The only visible peaks are the
sidebands which are magnified in the inset. The parameters are �c
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c=1.
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with �=0.1�. In this case the suppression of the heating side-
band is not perfect, still this signal is orders of magnitude
smaller than the cooling sideband at �L+�. Figure 6�b�
shows the spectrum of resonance fluorescence when the re-
coil of the emitted photon is maximum ��=��, and thus this
process interferes with the heating photon, giving a disper-
sivelike signal at �L−�.

The corresponding spectrum at the cavity output is dis-
played in Fig. 6�c� for �=0.01�. The left motional sideband
at �L−� shows a dispersivelike behavior. The total intensity
at this frequency is larger than the upper sideband signal.
This is understood, as the interference process leading to
suppression of the heating transition is taking place between
the scattering amplitudes leading to spontaneous emission.
Correspondingly, the heating photons are mostly emitted by
cavity decay and give rise to this signal.

D. Monochromatic spectrum of resonance fluorescence

Finally, we consider the spectra of emission when the
atom is driven by a standing-wave laser with the trap center
placed at one of its nodes, and the cavity parameters are such
that the heating transitions are suppressed by destructive in-
terference. In this configuration, the contributions to the
spectra at zero order in the Lamb-Dicke expansion defined in
Eqs. �38� and �39� are suppressed because of the vanishing
field at the node of the standing wave, and the resulting
spectra of scattered light are only due to mechanical effects
of the photon-atom interaction. In Figs. 7�a� and 7�b� one can
observe that the only relevant signals are the sidebands of the
elastic peak, which have Lorentzian form. In particular, due
to the interference effect suppressing the heating transition,

the spectrum of resonance fluorescence is only constituted by
the cooling sideband, while the spectrum at the cavity output
is only constituted by the heating motional sideband. Corre-
spondingly, the photons emitted by a heating transition are
only detected at the cavity output.

V. CONCLUSION

We have analyzed the spectrum of resonance fluorescence
and the spectrum at the cavity output of a cavity cooled
atom. In general, the two spectra contain complementary in-
formation about the scattering processes determining the
atomic dynamics. In certain parameter regimes features may
appear only in one spectrum as the result of quantum inter-
ference between transitions induced by the laser and cavity
fields.

These results provide further insight into the coupled dy-
namics of atoms and resonators and can be used for imple-
menting quantum feedback schemes, in the spirit of the pro-
posals of Refs. �38–40� and of the experimental realization
in �13�.
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